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Rare

NEW LUXURY COLLECTION
SOPHIA



Following the latest trends, the concept of luxury is changing!

Sophia Εnjoy Τhinking, imagines the new luxury of today in home with objects we
love with a meaning and reason that give us an emotional effect and a different
approach to value. 

We are excited and proud with the result of our new product material, a material
that we feel is an innovation in the decor field. After months of many trials, our
hopes came true and RARE and INCOMPLETE Collections materialised all due to this
new material, since we were looking for something strong but fragile at the same
time. A new luxury!

It is based on our secret ceramine recipe of earthy and environmentally friendly
ingredients. Βy adding firm stone powders and mixing it all up with some special
colour dyes, we managed to give birth to a brand new material which is at the same
time raw and elegant with a special sparkle, giving a distinguished & chic effect. 

Sophia's new ceramine products, all carefully  hand crafted by artisans, aim to
become precious moments in any space with a stylishly, sustainable, storytelling
heritage integrity always respecting the RARE rich sense of our history.

RARE COLLECTION -  NEW CERAMINE

New ceramine, is a high quality mixture of earthy and eco-friendly, non- toxic
materials gone through a painstaking procedure of working on a hard textured
material, although flexible enough to allow the hand crafted process.

Due to the nature of the material and the dyeing process, colour variations may
occur. 

The colour palette consists of 6 colours: Raw Grey, Raw Pink, Raw Gold, Raw White,
Raw Blue, Raw Creme.

Composition
Statue: New Ceramine
Base: Standard Ceramine

The statue comes in a luxury gift box

Rare











INCOMPLETE
Collection



Incomplete is a collection of
intimate forms and shapes to

Sophia followers, made of our
new material, now completely

transformed in elongated delicate
figures, dignified, standing in

their fragility. 
Reconfiguring the classic archaic

head to create a unique sculpture
of the face which is central to the
human expression as well as the

human body.
The sculptures begin in curiosity

as well as in play, frail, graceful
and unique since they are made

by hand, part of a narrative.
 Incomplete pieces of art left for

one to dream about.

The collection comes in luxury gift box.

INCOMPLETE
Collection



As we always try to expand our
Design vision to a multitude of

styles, techniques and forms, we
are happy to present the new

eclectic Collection SHINE!
 

The mineral-rich coating used, is
creating an opulent hue and

depth in colour, adding a
signature to each piece.

Taking as compass the variety of
personalities and personal styles,

SHINE Collection offers an
infusion of light and splendour,

thus, statues will make any space
grand but simultaneously

contemporary and relevant.
 

Available in five colours.

SHINE
Collection



Driven by the success of our unique concept, ‘Be the
creator of your own collection’,  we felt we should continue
to conceive new ideas to fit your needs for a custom made
proposal.

Until today, you had the opportunity to create your own
Collection by choosing more than 80 colours from the
SOPHIA colour palette to make your own colour
combinations. 

So we thought, why stop there?

We are happy to introduce our innovative next step
"Customize your own statue", where you are able to
choose between three different statue bases.

Besides the core cube base, we created two new ones in
different forms and styles, classic and modern.

Feel inspired to mix & match! Create your own statue by
choosing the design, colour & base according to your
personality and create something  totally unique and
individual. The final sculptural object is made just for you,
chosen by you!

CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN STATUE



CLASSIC BASE



MODERN BASE









Core Collection
ETERNITY TODAY



In 2014, the female artist and founder of the brand Sophia Enjoy
Thinking, created her first collection "Eternity Today", having in mind
the goal of producing beautiful, meaningful objects that were made to
last.

Eternity today represents the aesthetics, spirit and essence of the
brand, the timeless modernity, where the old is transformed into
something new!

An ambitious plan and an exciting journey, empowered by the
committed efforts to enrich each year the collection by adding new
designs, colours and textures to become in effect Sophia's Core
collection.

Currently, the Core collection offers over 250 sculptures, an amazing
Colour Palette with more than 80 colours to choose from and finally
the option to select between 3 different statue bases, bringing custom
made to another level!     

A permanent collection that is ever-evolving with new additions,
updated colourways and thematic limited capsule collections, making it
rich with striking variety of ideas, compositions, materials and forms. 

Core Collection
ETERNITY TODAY



A combination of natural, earthy colours blending delicate and elegant beauty
with warm feelings to create a calm and grounding environment in any space.

Reconnect with the elements of nature through neutral colour schemes and
elevate your personal style in your home and life.

THINK CHIC



An imaginative expression and combination of bold and joyful colours, successfully
complimenting each other, managing to place a smile on your face and in your

home, nourishing feelings of optimism and emotions of wellbeing.

FEEL HAPPY



We would love to
hear your thoughts

and comments!

Thank you,
Sophia team


